
THE CONTINUUM EMISSION OF THE ORION NEBULA

Manuel E. Méndez

El continuo de la re~ión más hrillaule de la :'I:ehulosa de Orion ha sido ohsenado fOloeléclrit-amenle. El ran~o
espect ral cuhierto \a desde 1.3500 hasta ,. I J()OO. Las contrihuciones al continuo producidas por diferentes procesos ha
sido analizada. La componente, asociada a la dispersión electrónica. se ha calculado utilizando ohservaciones del continuo
de las estrellas del Trapezio, Esta cont rihucióu es apreciahle v es la responsahle de la polarizaciÓn detectada en la Ne.
bulosa. La luz estelar es dispersada por polvo daudo otra componente del continuo nehular; esta Última ha sido cm.
pleada para derivar el albedo del material sólido; la variadón del alhedo con la lon~itud de onda ha permitido cs.
timar el índice de refracción.
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The continuum produced hy the hri~htesl re~ion of the Orion Nehula has heen ohserved photoelectrit-ally. The
spectral ran~e covered is from 1.3500 lo ,. I J()OO. The various pr()(:esses contrihlllin~ to the continuum ener~y have
heen studied. The component provided by electron scatterin~ has heen computed, usin~ the ohserved coutinuum of
the Trapezium stars. This contrihution is quite si~nificant and il is respot1sihle for the polarization found iu the
;":ebula. The stellar Ii~hl is also scattered hy dust ~ivin~ some contrihutiou 10 the contiuuum euer~y. From Ihe latter
component the albedo of Ihe so lid has heen derived. The variation of the alhedo with waveleu~lh bas permilted to
estimate the \'alue of Ihe rcfractive index.

l. 1ntroduction

The atomic processes which produce continuum emission by radiative recombination have been
the subject o[ extensive theoretical investi?;ations. 1n particular, the problem o[ the hydrogen amI
helium continua has been worked out to a hi?;h de?;ree 01' precision. The contribution to the con-
tinuum by these two elements can thus be computed quite accurately for the physical conditions
prevailing in the Orion Nebula. Therefore, a direct comparison 01' the theoretical results obtained in
this way, with the observations o[ this object, should provide very use[ul information about the na-
une 01' the other possible mechanisms, which mi?;ht make si?;nificant contributions to the continuum
spectrum 01' the Nebula. By this method, one can directly study the behavior 01' the solid particles im-
bedded in that region. For instance, knowled?;e of the particle albedo, which can be readily derived,
is very important if one desires to obtain information about the electric properties 01' the solid matter
present in the Orion Nebula. Moreover, it is well known that polarization has been detected in the
bri?;htest re?;ions of the Nebula. Eleetron seatterin?; mi?;ht be the most eHective a?;ent in prmh,cin?; the
polarization whieh is important beeause the variation o[ polarization with both position amI wavelength
ean be used to investigate the relative ?;eometry 01' stars ami gas.

In eomparison with line intensity measures, the Orion Nebula continuum spectrum has been
seldom observed. The energy distribution in the nebular continuum has been measured both in the
blue, (Barbier, 1944; Greenstein 1964), ami in the red (Andrillat amI Andrillat, 1959). But these
observations were earried out photo?;raphically. More recentiy, Reitmeyer (1965) has observed the
Nebula, photoelectrieally using interl'erence filters. However, the past observers have not taken in ae-
count the proper correction for interstellar reddening; as a eonsequence, ineorrect conclusions have
been derived.

!l. Tlte obseroations

In the present investigation the speetral ran?;e from i.3400 to i. 11000 was covered using t\\~)
photoeleetric eells. The lP21 was used to measure the region from i.3400 to 1,5iOO. Whereas aRCA
iI02 was employed Ior longer wavelengths with the Ebert scanning speetrometer at the Cassegrain
focus of the 60-ineh telescope at the Mount Wilson Observatory. These observations have been al-
ready deseribed. (Méndez 1964, 1965), ami only a review will be given here. A 600 lines/mm. grating
blazed at 1.3500, in the seeond order, is the dispersive element. With the red eell -RCA i102- the
first order is employed, the dispersion being 20 A/mm. The overlapping seeond order was cut off
by an amber [ilter. vVhen the second order is in operation, the blue cell is used, the dispersion being
10 Ajmm. Here a yellow KZ filter is required for l. larger than 4600, to cut off the UV 01' the third
order.

.

Two types of observations were obtained: the bright region, about 45 seconds 01' are away from
e' Ori, was selected to study the nebular continuum; and the Trapezium, as a whole, was also observed.

While the nebular eontinuum was recorded from J..3500 to J..1I000, the [our stars 01' the Tra-

pezium were reeorded with the blue eell only, eovering the speetral range from 1.3400 to J..6000. Ae-
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count was taken of the contribution to the continuum integrated star light produced by the nebula,
by substracting the energy flux observed at the nebular bright region.

The nebular region was observed using a diaphragm of 14" in diameter, which corresponds
to a projected distance, on the nebula, of 0.0315 pc.

The observations were calibrated using three standard stars of the list given by Oke (1964):
they are E Ori, a Leo and y Gem.

J\Iulticolor photometry of the Trapezium stars was used in the past to correCl the nebular ob-
servations for interstellar extinction. However, it has been shown that a more direct correction can
be obtained if one uses the Paschen am! Balmer lines; by this method, a reddening curve has been
obtained for the bright nebular region (Mendez, 1965). The Trapezium stars have a different amount
01' effective reddening than the nebular light, the absorption at the center 01' the nebula being larger.
Table 1 gives the values of the absolute absorption at various wavelengths, rOl' both the Trapezium
am! the nebular region.

The absorption suffered by the exciting stars was derived using the value of 4.8 for R, the ratio
of the absorption, at the eHective wavelength of the V filter, to the mean color excess in B-V. From the
data given in Table 1, one may consider that the light coming from the stars to the bright nebular
regio n is reddened by an amount equal to the difference between columns 2 am! 3, am! also given in
column 4. That is, the Trapezium stars (assumed to be at the center) as seen I'rom the bright ne-
bular region under discussion, look mllch less reddened than as seen from the eanh. Althollgh this tacit
assumption might not be altogether jllstified, it will be used here as a good working hypothesis.

"Vith the values of the absorption thus determined, one can no\\' directly obtain the steIlar
fluxes at different positions. In particular, n\'O regions are important: the Trapezium itself, am! the
bright patch of nebulosity observed. Table 2 provides the fluxes in absolute lInits, per interval of 1 r\
centered at the wavelength indicated.

The spectrophotometric data from Table 2 can be used lo derive the color temperature of the
Trapezium stars as a whole. At the ,,'avelength o[}, 4250, the value 01' the absolute gradient,

C(Jl = 5 A (1)

is 0.55, for the unreddened energy distribution: the corresponding value for the continullm distribu-
tion, as observed directly at the Eanh, is 1.28. From these resulting numbers, the color temperatures
are 58 500 °K ami 11 .900 °K, respectively. The latter is in good agreement with the value of 12 400
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TABLE 1*

A A
A Trapcziu111 Nebular rcion LlA

3400 2.74 2.33 0.41
3650 2.58 2.19 0.39
3860 2.46 2.09 0.37
4190 2.30 1.95 0.35
4590 2.14 1.82 0.32

5060 1.96 1.67 0.29
5560 1.83 1.55 0.28
5810 1.78 1.51 0.27
6050 1.72 1.46 0.26
6670 1.61 1.36 OC)-._:J

7460 1.50 1.27 0.23
8000 1.42 1.20 0.22
8750 1.35 1.14 0.21

10000 1.21 1.03 0.19
10870 1.13 0.96 0.17

·A in magnitudes.

IIJ. T/¡e Reddening Corrcction



0K, obtained by Greenstein (1946). The unreddened color temperature is nearly equal to that 01' ;tn
05 star, as gi\'en by Barbier amI Chalonge (1940).

T AHLE 2

Stellar f/uxeJ of cnergy in U1/itJ of 10-11 crg ('111-': S('(-1 A-l

AJ Jeen at the earth AJ seen at tlw'~

observed uebll/oJity
Reddened Unreddeu('(/

5810
5560
4590
4190
4040
3860
3650
3400

4.55
5.09
í.65
9.14

10.03
10.81
ll.íO
13.52

23.2
2í.1
54.í
76.0
99.6

104.2
125.8
168.3

5.84
6.fiI

1O.2í
12.62
13.í I
15.18
16.í5
19.84

· if it wer" 11/ /It" "111"/11-1//'/11I/,, disll1l/ce.

1V. The SO/tras of Contillllllm EmiJsiou

For an emission nebula, there exist fi\'e possible mechanisms, which produce a continuum amI
are:

1) Radiative recombination of ionized atoms Obviously, only hydrogen amI helium are impor-
tant.

2) Free-free emission.

3) T\\"o photon emission. Only H is important in the observable spectral region.

4) Thomson Scattering of star light by free electrons.

5) Scattering of stellar light by dust particles.

Processes 1 amI 2 can be computed directly amI no further comments are needed. Although
for process number three, the rate of emission is given by the theory of radiati\'e recombination, some
doubts ha\'e arisen in the past about whether or not the Ly-a photons, by electron collision with the
hydrogen atoms in the 2s sta te, would be degraded lO two continuum photons 01' lower energy. This
possibility can be ruled out as a result of the following general considcrations. The number 01' Ly-a
photons produced per unit volume is given by (1 -x) a/l N.~; where a/l is the total recombination caef-
ficient, (Sea ton 19(0); x, of the order 01' 0.34, is the fraction 01' the electron population ol' the second
state for which I = O; amI N. is the electron density. Since an average Ly-a quantUm is scattered Q.
times bel'ore it lea\'es the nebula, the rate 01' the 2p to 2s collisional deexcitation is:

H = 0.91 (1 - X) a" N~..
A,. h

N.Q (2)

the factor 0.91 comes from the HejH abundance ratio, (i\Iéndez 19(4). <a V>". !. N. gi\'es the col-
lisional rate amI A'Ph is the spontaneous radia ti ve transition probability.

Therel'ore, the energy emitted by the two-photon emission process, including the contributions
01' electrons recombining into the 2s level, is:

<a V> ",_"
E", = 0.91N~e [0.66 a" N. Q + y. (2q)] d (h",) (3)A"" ,.

here y. (2q) is the continuum recombination coefficient for the two-photon emission process. For the
observed nebular region, one can adopt N. = lO4 cm-:¡. The value 01' Q is about 8 X 10", for a dust
free nebula (Osterbrock 1962). Therefore, the first ter m in the bracket is, for T. = lO-1 °K, equal to
3.8 X lO-16. This value must still be decreased by at least a factor of 25 due to the dust extinction of
the Ly-a radiation. Since the yo(2q) coefficient is always of the order 01' 10-14, one can safely conclude
that the Ly-a quanta in the nebula cannot produce a significant amount 01' two photon emission.
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Moreover, the intensity 01' the two-qllantlllll continllllm is relillceli lille to collisional 2s - 2p transi-
tions, prolim'ed by proton impactso This rate has been accurately compllted by Seaton (1955), amI as
a reslllt the new coefficient is given by

y (2q)
y.. (2q)

+ (¡ X 10-;' N,

Therefore, the three first processes combined can be represented by the expression

_ 91 No.!,[y (H+) + 001 y (H,+) + y (2q) ] dh"E, =
Oo!)) No.!,. a~.o.! (T,) ¡'''13

(5)

which is in units of intensity of Hf!; that is, l (H{J) is taken as 100. In equation (5), y(H+) represents
the continuous coerficient 1'01' free transitions plus recombination, )'( H(rl-) is the corresponding value
for recombination 01' the He II atOlTISoPuuing E,o in units of wavelength interval, amI aher some ma-
nipulation:

F., = 1.62 X 101~, l-o.! [001 y(He+) + y(H+) + Y (2q)] Lll (6)

Here l amI Lll are both in micronso The values 1'01' the y's have been tabulated by Sea ton (1960)
for \'ariolls temperatureso The band width, Lll, used in the observations was lOA. Adopting 1'\,. = IO~
<:m-::,calclllations have been carried out for some values 01' lo The results are compared with some se-
lected observed values in Table 30 The laller nllmbers were chosen acconling to the curve fiued to the
observed values, as shown in Figure 1. The observed valllc at 1,3650- was measured photographically;
the photoelectric value is higher (lOA), but is was detcrmined at 1,3500.

The difference between the two values is also gi\'en in Table 3. These numbers represent the
continllnm energy prolilKed by the other two processes, namely, elenron scattering amI the scattering
nI' stelIar liglu by solid particleso The mntribntion 01' process nnmber 4 mllst be obtained firsl.

As it is welI known, stelIar light, which is initialIy nnpolarizcd, is scaltcrcd by electrons. The
amollnt of radiation scattercd by each electron, into a solid angle Lis.?, in a dircction making an angle
e with the direction 01' incidence is givcn by thc relation

3 (
o.

)
o, 3 Lis.?'

e~o. - l. Lis.?[- (1 + coso.!0) - ]mc- 4 1n
(i) lo

8n
l.

wherc the factor in the brackets is the probability 01' scattering within an angle Lls.?'. The value of
the intcnsity IT, can be derived from the data o( the fonrth column of Table 2, amI with the "alue
of the area cO\'ered by the sGinncr diaphragm. If the fonr stars of the Trapezium are taken as a point
source, the flnx reccived at the Earth will be.

F. = 0.64 X IO-o.!~N" L l. LlQ' (8)

where L is the path length along which the stelIar light is dispersed by electrons; this length will he
taken as Y3 parsec. Since it is cIear from Tablc 3 (beyond 1,5iOO) that LlE is almost independent of
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T ABLE 3

l IT"'''''J/ Eun.. LlE

3650- 6025 1'1.64 2039
3650 + 0088 2.i5 1.8i
4200 0090 2.26 1.36
5000 0.90 1.1)5 0.55
5iOO- 008i 1.30 OA3
5iOO + 0.6i 1.30 0063
í39H 0056 Oo96 0030
HI!12- 0059 (!.!15 0.36
S192+ 002i OoiO 0.43
!)) 15 0.25 0.64 0.39

10000 0024 O.5i 0.33



wavelen~th, ami close to 0.38 the value 01' ~" is fixed in such a way that the flux at 1.5700, in a lO A
interval, is about 0.38. Althou~h this procedure is not completely justified, the error introduced
can not exceed 0.10 in the same units. The flux at Hjj has been already derived from surface bri~htness
measurements, ami when it is corrected for extinction one obtains, 1'01' the observed region, (l\féndez
19(5) ,

F (Hjj) = 6.35 X 1O-1Uag (,fIl-~ sec,-1.

The resultin~ electron density is then equal to 4500 a value in ~ood a~reement with the maximum
projected electron density, as derived by the [011] lines, multiplicd by a condensation factor 01' about
Jt3, (Méndez 1965, Peimbert 1962). Usin~ the values 01' Table 2 ami 4, one can directly compute the
contribution to the energy in the nebular continuum produced by the stellar light, aher scattering by
sol id particles. Table 4 gives the results, ami Figure 1 shows the distribution 01' the light scattered hy
dllSt, as a function 01' wavelength. The color temperatllre 1'01'the dust continuum is close to 12 600 °K.

2.5

2.0 Eob..rved

0.4 0.5 1.00.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

A (mlcrona)

Figure I

V. The Albedo of the Nebular Solid Matter

Little is known about the nature 01' the solids imbcdded in H II regions. vVith the data ob-
tained above, one can estima te the albedo 01' the solid particles; the knowledge 01' this quantity is im-
portant, because the dielectric properties of the solids are directly related to the albedo.

In onler to compute the albedo, the observed patch 01' nebulosity will be considered as a cy-
lindrical cloud of solid grains, placed along the line 01' si~ht. This tubular cloud will only scatter the
stellar li~ht, since in this case the radiation scattered more than once is not significant, ami was not consid-
ered. As assumed above, the stellar li~ht is slightly absorbed along its way to the nebulosity, by an
amount given in the last column 01' Table I. In this case, the equation 01' transfer has an easy solu-
tion given by:

..

j'

4:n (! )~, F" ¿j.Qr (9)
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1

where F is the flux coming from the slars, as receivc:l at
distance lo Orion, amI r is the projected distance 01' the
a single point source. L!.Q is the sublended solid angle,
converted to the mag-nitude scale, one oblains:

the eanh (Iast column 01' Table 2); R is the
nebulosity patch to lhe stars, taken again as
amI y is the albedo. When equation (9) is

y
m", + 5 log e = 111" + 2.5 log - L1.Q

-In
(10)

which
is the

is equivalent lO the well established Hubble's relation between m amI e; where <:> in radians,
apparent ang-ular separation between the nebulosity amI stars.

The solid ang-Ie 1'01'this ca~e is equal lo -I.iG ;( ]O-~', then from equation (9), one obtains:

Fx
l.og :- - log YA - 2.10

1'",
(] ])

\Vith lhe data derived earlier the albedo as a function 01' wavelength is calculated. The albedo values
obtained are given in Table 4.

These values 01' the albedo are lower than what have been assumed in the past; however, the
contribution to the continuum energy produced by eleclron scatlering had been neglected; consequent-
Iy, higher values 1'01' the albedo were derivecl. A theoretical inlerpretation about the nature of the
solid grains is possible using lhe variations 01' the albedo with wavelenglh. Van de Hulst (1949), in
his review anicle, provides a comprehensive collection 01' extinction curves 1'01' various kinds of par-
ticles. These curves are computed 1'01'spherical grains. In an H 11 region, as the Orion Nebula, the
mllisions are more frequent than in the interstellar medium amI, would certainly favor the sphericity
of the dust panicles. TherefOl'e, the assumplion is made that the solid particles are 01' spherical shape.
Rough computations were carried out, in on]er to fit lhe computed albedo variation to the ob-
served one.

where ti is the radius 01' the particles amI E is a parameter, introduced in van de Hulsl'S cun'es,
which is the real pan 01' the refractive index minus one. The value 01' (/ was fixed in such a way as
to satisfy lhe 1/ J. dependence 01' the reddening curve. With the same type 01' rough computations, the
panicle radius obtained is close to 0.2 microns. Acconling to condition (]2), the refracti,'e index can
be represented by:

n = I.l] - 0.02i (13)

From the higher abundance 01' the e]ements with ]ow l, one could expect lhe dust to contain
dominantly H, He, 0, C, N, Mg and Si. Metallic e]ements ]ike Fe, Ni amI Cr shou]d constitute a
minor impurity on]y. Therefore the dust must behave as a dieleclric main]y, although a small meta-
]iticity wou]d be expected due to the impurities. He]ium wou]d evaporate off the grains due to both
its zero chemical affinity ami its ]ow vapor pressure. Hydrogen would, in principie, be the l110st abund-
ant constituent through solid H:!. Other possibilities would be: H:!O, NH::, ami CH4, which again
must possess predominantly dielectric properties. AIso one can expect the existence 01' compounds
such as SiO:!, HgO, CO, ami CO:!'

The refraclive index 01' solid hydrogen is nearly I.l; lhen, from the value derived above 1'01'the
real pan 01' the refractive index, one can conclude that a ]arge amount of H:! is present in the dust
particles. The other possible constituents namely, ice, frozen CH4, amI sol id NH;¡ have indices 01' 1.33,
1.26 and 1.32, respectively. The vapor pressure of H:! is very low; consequently the temperature 01' the

grains must be extremely small in order to prevent the hydrogen to evaporate off the solids. Although,
the electron collisions are not frequent enough to establish the grain temperature, they will tend to
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TABLE 4

J. L1E E. l:fl 1111I Albcdo

3G50 un 1.00 O.Si 0.415
3860 I.fii 0.92 0.i5 0.394
4]90 1.36 0.76 0.60 0.380
4590 ].04 0.62 0.42 0.300
5700 0.43 0.38 0.05 0.080

E (/ =: 0.02 (12)



disrupt the grains. U nder the conditions prevailing in H 11 regions, the H~ cannol remain too long
in that phase, unless the H:! adsorption on the solids is high. However, the a~e of this nebula is close
to 2 X 104 years (Vandervoort 19(4); then, H:! might still be present in the solids. Finally, on the
same grounds, due to the dielectric propenies of solid H:!, lhe albedo of the nebular solid grains rnust
be higher the larger the distance to the Trapezium slars; the reason being the higher preponderance
of dielectric matter over the metallic impurities. As a consequencc, in the regions far away from the
exciting slars, the continuum energy must be greater relalively to the Halmer lines.

ModeI A ModeI B

T

T

observer. observe r.

¡:i~lIre 2

VI. 011 t!te Polarization Prod¡¡ced by Electmll Scattering

The light scattered by electrons is plane polarized, the ratio of the intensily 01' the components
being 1: rosZ 0. The electric vector of the stronger component will be contained in the plane defin-
ed by both lhe incident ray ami lhe scattered rayo Equation (8) gives the sum of the fIuxes scattered
by both components. Since the scattered radiation is formed over a long path, lhe resultant polariza-
tion should be smal!. The investigation of the nebular polarization could lead to a better under-
standing of the geometrical configurations between stars ami gas, ami wiII be briefly discussed here.

The light scatlered by electrons can be divided in two parts: a) A polarized component
given by

.1 1 = l."" - l, = Ir k (1 - ros:! 0) = Ir k scn:! 0 (14a)

b) a non-polarized component, which is:

l = lrk cos:! 0 (14b)

where h is a constant of proportionality. 1"'.L is the maximun intensity detected through an analyzer,
such as a Polaroid. 1,. ¡. is the minimun intensity as detected by the same instrument. The contrast,
01' the amount of polarization, is defined as

I,J¡ax - [mi-ti

p = 100
¡mar + I"'in

rOl' the case of the Orion Nebula, where light should be partially polarized. the value o( p is given by

.11
p (15)
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This quantity can be computed, but since little is known about the polarization observed in the Orion
Nebula (see les Particules Solides dans les Astres, pag 497) , only an estimate 01' P will be made here
in order lO predict the expected variations 01' P with wavelen~th.

Consider the scalterin~ model A, shown in Figure 2. The tubular cloud 01' electrons, pro-
ducing the scattered light, is placed at a projected distance 01' r parsecs and it has a length 01' L par-
secs. The electron density will be assumed a constant. \Vith these simplil'ications, the computations
01' p have been carried out for models A amI B, amI the results are given in Tables 5 amI 6, for
vanous cases.

As an example, let us consider the polarization at J,5700; I'or model A, with a value 01' P -
15.6'10 one has

LI E = E.."" - E""" = 0.38 X 0.156 = 0.059 = 0.156 E.

since Eoo" at that wavelength is 1.3, the value o[ P"',, is 4.5°;,. The corresponding value at J,3650
is 5.5%. However, I'or f.. beyond 5700, P"',, should increase.

VIl. Concluding Remarks

Several oversimplil'ied facts have been used in the discussion presented above. In particular,
the angular projection I'actors have been neglected, as well as the phase I'unction. However, the
photometric errors might be larger than the errors produced by the use 01' this simple analysis.

The result obtained [or the refractive index 01' solid grains is certainly unexpected, but it
does not disagree with physical theory. In I'act, the mechanisms 01' adsorption 01' H~ by solid matter
are well known, amI one can compute the rate o[ grain destruction; but, this problem has not been
worked out in detail for HIJ regions.

The projected electro n density distribution is weIl detennined by the [O ll] line ratios. With
the condensation factors aIread y determined, (peimbert 1962, Méndez 1965), the proper electro n den-
sity distribution can be obtained I'or a more detailed computation 01' polarization. It would be highly
desirable to have a complete set 01' polarization observations, in order to answer some 01' the remaining
questions regarding the geometry 01' the Orion Nebula.

The author is indebted lO Dr. G. Munch for his suggestions amI criticismo Helpl'ul discussions
with Dr. Malacara are also acknowledged. The author is also grateful to Mr. T. Hayasaka, who help-
ed in part 01' the computations.
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TABLE 5

Va/ues of P for A
Llr 1 = 0.0 1 = 0.5 1 = 1.0 1 = 1.5

1.0 64.6 32.3 lR.9 11.7
1.5 48.5 27.3 15.6 9.9
2.0 37.2 22.3 13.1 7.1

T ABLE 6

Va/ues of P for B

Llr 1 P
1.9 0.2 48.4
1.5 0.8 5R.5
1.5 0.5 73.5
1.5 1.0 73.5


